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Ampler Bikes grows fast in Europe while its
bikes get lighter and add features
Berlin/Tallinn - Februari 2019 - Ampler Bikes, an e-bike company who is on a mission

to create better commuting experiences has taken Europe by storm. By more than

doubling headcount and revenue in the past year, opening a showroom in Berlin,

and launching fresh model updates in 2019, Ampler Bikes is making headway in

removing both physical and mental barriers to cycling for urban commuters

everywhere.

Ampler bikes are built and designed in a way that they would expand your capabilities, not

replace them. In short, the bikes amplify your speed, power and range and make you willing to

go further on a bicycle. The lightest of the updated Ampler models (Ampler Curt link) comes in

featherweight (13.5 kg) while fully equipped with lights, mudguards and puncture-protected

tyres, making it ready to take on whatever the streets throw at commuters, from broken glass to

hills, wind and stairs.

Whilst Ampler Curt charms with its racer looks and light weight, the modern city commuters

Stellar and Stout exhibit more comfort and versatility on all road types and riding situations.

The two bikes will be introducing new colourways and receiving high-quality component

upgrades, including Shimano Deore shifters and brakes, puncture-protected tyres, mudguards,

integrated lights and rear carriers. A significant change for all models comes in the software

running the electronics – the firmware optimisation brings better hill-climbing ability to the

bikes, and makes the assist feel smoother and more powerful.

2018 was a big year for Ampler Bikes with the company expanding its production capability,

opening the first flagship store in Berlin and more than doubling its headcount. This growth has

made it possible for Ampler to start offering fast shipping times of 4-7 working days to

everywhere in Europe in the spring of 2019.

The Ampler Bikes team is visiting 18 events in 5 countries in 2019 to introduce their bikes in

person to the public, and introducing an expanded test ride scheme in March. Keep an eye on

their event calendar (LINK) to see where you could go and test ride the new bikes.

⏲



SNEAK PREVIEW

“We see the electrified Ampler as evolution of the bicycle as we know it. We
keep on cycling but with a new generation of bicycles.”
— Ampler Bikes

“We have an awesome year of experiences, results and improvements behind
us and we are super excited to see what we can do in the upcoming one. Our
goal is to keep on building Ampler to be the first choice urban commuting
solution. Our electric bikes give you the independence and freedom in cities
that exceed any other mode of transport. With Ampler, you’re never stuck in
traffic, you’re no longer dictated by public transport schedules or parking
spaces, and you remove wind and hills from the equation.”
— Ardo Kaurit, CEO & co-founder 

2019 bike models updates:



Ampler Curt

Priced at 2890€, fully ready for commuting, including lights, mudguards and puncture-

protected tyres

70 km battery assist range

Fully integrated battery and electronics

Lighter full carbon fork with better vibration absorption

Puncture protected and lightweight Continental Grand Prix 4 tyres

Powerful and bright light set Busch+Müller Eyc front light and Lightskin rear light, keeping

the rider visible and safe in the dark

New thru axle front wheel that makes the removing and installing the wheel easier while

reducing the risk of a disc brake rub, and that makes the wheel lighter and the ride stiffer

Accompanying mobile app for customising ride assist settings, receiving over-the-air updates

to your bike, tracking rides and navigating

Ampler Stout and Ampler Stellar

Priced at 2490€, fully ready for commuting, including lights, mudguards, rear carrier

puncture-protected tyres

70 km battery assist range

Fully integrated battery and electronics

Introducing new colours – Space Blue colour for Stellar and Pine Green for Stout.

New high-quality Shimano Deore gear shifting system

New high power Shimano Deore hydraulic disc brakes

Puncture protected and lightweight Continental Top Contact II tyres

Powerful and bright light set Busch+Müller Eyc front light and Lightskin rear light, keeping

the rider visible and safe in the dark

New thru axle front wheel that makes the removing and installing the wheel easier while

reducing the risk of a disc brake rub, and that makes the wheel lighter and the ride stiffer

Accompanying mobile app for customising ride assist settings, receiving over-the-air updates

to your bike, tracking rides and navigating

About Ampler Bikes



With thousands of bikes sold and delivered since Ampler’s launch in 2016, the direct-to-

consumer company intends to continue its mission to create better commuting experiences

with its lightweight agile e-bikes. Currently, Ampler has 30 people working between the two

offices located in Berlin and Tallinn. The Ampler Bikes showroom is located in the lively Berlin

neighbourhood in Prenzlauer Berg, at Kollwitzstraße 47. The flagship store operates as a base

for all Ampler’s German and Central European operations, which include in-store sales, a test

ride centre, and a regional warranty and bike servicing hub.

https://goo.gl/maps/7GVXPL6VZyA2
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ABOUT TWOTONE AMSTERDAM

We are an Amsterdam based sales and PR consulting agency. We pride ourselves on being flexible enough to
adapt to any situation and tough enough to ensure things get moving. We love to drink good coffee, hear your
story and learn how we can help you and your brand.

Twotoneams.nl
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